
www.tru180.net

Made in 

Fine Furnishings for Outdoor Living



Handmade by skilled 
craftsman in the 

U.S.A.

Tru180° provides the 
products you desire 

to make your outdoor 
living experience 

both comfortable and 
beautiful. 
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Fine Furnishings for Outdoor Living

AA  change in direction is sometimes necessary whether you are navigating with a compass or following your car’s  change in direction is sometimes necessary whether you are navigating with a compass or following your car’s 
GPS.  The same is true in life.  Sometimes we need to change course and find new ways to manage how we live.GPS.  The same is true in life.  Sometimes we need to change course and find new ways to manage how we live.

More than ever, families are changing the direction from time in the car and on the go to quality time at home.  More than ever, families are changing the direction from time in the car and on the go to quality time at home.  
Creating a comfortable and beautiful outdoor living space is a new priority for many.  Tru180° is grateful for the Creating a comfortable and beautiful outdoor living space is a new priority for many.  Tru180° is grateful for the 
opportunity to make our products a part of this transformation in family living. Our product line is constantly opportunity to make our products a part of this transformation in family living. Our product line is constantly 
expanding and evolving to meet the needs of our customers. We are confident our products will bring color, comfort expanding and evolving to meet the needs of our customers. We are confident our products will bring color, comfort 
and joy to your outdoor experience.  Whether you are building a new outdoor room or improving an existing area, and joy to your outdoor experience.  Whether you are building a new outdoor room or improving an existing area, 
Tru180° products will complete the look and feel you desire with no additional maintenance or storage effort.  Tru180° products will complete the look and feel you desire with no additional maintenance or storage effort.  

Let the images and products of this catalog inspire you to create the perfect outdoor space in every direction.Let the images and products of this catalog inspire you to create the perfect outdoor space in every direction.



Our poly lumber is produced with pre- and post-consumer recycled high-density polyethylene Our poly lumber is produced with pre- and post-consumer recycled high-density polyethylene 
(HDPE) such as milk jugs and other single-use plastics. It is resistant to moisture, salt, sun, insects, (HDPE) such as milk jugs and other single-use plastics. It is resistant to moisture, salt, sun, insects, 

fungi and other environmental stressors as well as corrosive substances, oils, and fuels, which fungi and other environmental stressors as well as corrosive substances, oils, and fuels, which 
make it long lasting.  Poly lumber does not splinter or crack and doesn’t require sealing or painting make it long lasting.  Poly lumber does not splinter or crack and doesn’t require sealing or painting 

to maintain the finish due to a UV resistant additive and solid coloring throughout.  Tru180º to maintain the finish due to a UV resistant additive and solid coloring throughout.  Tru180º 
furniture is easy to clean with soap and water and the stainless-steel hardware renders our products furniture is easy to clean with soap and water and the stainless-steel hardware renders our products 

rust free.  Tru180º furniture is built to be durable and sustainable for whatever the environment rust free.  Tru180º furniture is built to be durable and sustainable for whatever the environment 
throws at it. Our craftsmen have perfected their craft through generations making each Tru180º throws at it. Our craftsmen have perfected their craft through generations making each Tru180º 

piece blue ribbon worthy.piece blue ribbon worthy.
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Seemingly simple jigs (above) are used in the assembly of Tru180° furniture. 
Each piece of poly is snuggly fit into the jig and fastened with precision to 

make sure every piece of furniture is built the same as the last. 

Warranty
Tru180° warrants the original purchaser that its high-density polyethylene (HDPE) 
furniture will be free of original defects in workmanship and materials for a period 
of twenty years of residential use or two years of commercial use. At its discretion, 

Tru180° will repair or replace products without charge for materials and labor. 
The spirit of the warranty is to warrant against defects within our control. Tru180° 

guarantees the hardware, swivels, and bearing straps used in the furniture are 
warranted not to fail for five years of residential use or two years of commercial use.
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COLORS & 
COLOR CUSTOMIZATION

Our 26 fade resistant color options offer hundreds of 
creative combinations.  Some colors seem whimsical 

while others are more serious but you might be 
surprised with what you come up with when you 

combine the two elements. Feel free to mix and match 
or go with a rich solid color to punctuate your outdoor 

living area. 
The color is solid throughout each board which means 
that marks and scratches go virtually unnoticed.  There 
is also a UV stabilizer added to protect the color from 
the sun’s harmful rays- this UV stabilizer is similar to 

what is used in car paint. 

Tru180°
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Base and Accent Colors
To the left is a 2’ Glider with two color options; 

the Base Color Brown and the Accent Color 
Weather Wood.

The square table with border is shown with the 
same color options as the Glider. The Base Color 

is Brown and Accent Color is Weather Wood. 
The Border Color will match the Base Color. 

 Base Color refers to the structural aspect of a 
piece and can only be selected from the 16 

Standard Colors listed above. Premium Colors
can only be used as an Accent Color which 

allows for a total of 26 Accent Color options. 

Color Customization With Tru180°
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Product Offerings
Tru180° PRODUCTS

Not just a furniture 
company anymore! 

We are ever expanding 
our product offering to 
enhance your outdoor 

living space

Tru180° furniture is made with comfort and longevity in 
mind.  From our roots in the Midwest to coastal climates and 

the mountains in between, you can expect your poly furniture to 
withstand the elements while providing long lasting comfort and 

style.  Every year we add new poly-based products, be sure to 
look through every page as not to miss any items.

We are also excited to introduce hand crafted, life sized 
palm trees to the Tru180° product list.  These trees are more 

functional art than they are accessory. Each tree is signed, dated 
and numbered by the craftsmen who build them so each piece is 
unique in its own way.  Don’t be fooled by the elegant simplicity 
of these metal sculptures. A great amount of care and detail goes 

into these enduring pieces.

Fire bowls have also been added to the product mix.  Holding 
true to our “made in USA” values, these bowls are crafted 
in South Dakota using 11-gauge US steel.  You won’t be 

disappointed in the charm and design these unique bowls bring 
to your backyard.
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Fine Furnishings for 
Outdoor Living
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ABOUT ABOUT 
TTruru180° 180° 
FURNITUREFURNITURE

Scallop-Back Folding Adirondack
CAD002 



All Weather 
Construction

Meant to be outside year-round. 
Unharmed by the sun or freeze/thaw 

cycles.

Durability 
Our furniture is sturdy and tough! 
You won’t be disappointed in how 

solid it looks and feels.

Built for Comfort
Comfy yet stylish design makes our 

furniture stand out from the rest. 
Enjoy Tru180° furniture on your 

patio, deck, lake front, poolside, or 
around a fire pit! 

High-Density 
Polyethylene 

Our furniture is made from recycled 
plastic making it environmentally stable 

and eco-friendly. 

Marine Grade Stainless Steel
Each piece of furniture is fastened with marine 

grade stainless steel nuts and bolts which means 
no rust and built to last.

Maintenance Free
No maintenance is required upon 

receiving your furniture and minimal 
upkeeping gives you more time to enjoy 

your life and furniture 
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Scallop-Back Folding Adirondack
CAD002 



Made by hand in the 
U.S.A!
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Adirondack 
Chairs

This classic chair remains 
a favorite for everyday 
relaxation. With several 
styles to choose from, 
there is certain to be a 

chair to fit your style and 
space.

The elegant design of our Adirondack Chair is at 
home in the city, at the lake, poolside and around 

the campfire! 

Folding Fan-Back Adirondack
CAD001

W-30” D-35” H-38” SH-15”

Folding Scalloped-Back Adirondack
CAD002

W-30” D-35” H-38” SH-15”

Adirondack With Slideout Ottoman 
CAD003

W-30” D-32” H-38” SH-17”

Refer to page 8 for color customization 

Contemporary Adirondack
CAD004

W-31” D-32” H-41” SH-18”



THE best outdoor furniture we have ever owned! 
- Sandy L
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We have maintained the look and comfort of 
yesteryear while adding design options for today 

and years to come.

Fixed Adirondack 
CAD005

W-30” D-32” H-38” SH-17”

Scallop-Back Folding Adirondack
CAD002 

Adirondack Ottoman 
OTTO01

W-22” D-25” H-14”

Adirondack Head Rest 
CUS003

W-20” H-10”

Childrens Adirondack 
CAD006

W-24” D-27” H-33” SH-15”



5’ Glider with Console
GL0005 15

Gliders and 
Rockers

When the action of 
everyday life is too 
much, detach in a 
Tru180° Glider or 

Rocker. 

The 360° rotation of our Swivel Glider is like 
floating on air! Add a gliding ottoman and you 

may think you’ve left planet earth! 

4’ Glider
GL0004

W-53” D-33” H-40” SH-18”

2’ Straight Glider
GL0002

W-28” D-33” H-40” SH-18”

2’ Swivel Glider
GLSW02

W-28” D-33” H-40” SH-18”

Counter Height 2’ Straight Glider 
GL0002-C

W-28” D-45” H-46” SH-24”

Refer to page 8 for color customization 



5’ Glider with Console
GL0005 16

5’ Glider with Console
GL0005

W-65” D-33” H-40” SH-18”

Counter Height 5’ Glider 
with Console

GL0005-C
W-65” D-45” H-46” SH-24”

Classic Rocking Chair
CHR001

W-28” D-32” H-39” SH-19”

Gliding Ottoman
GLOT02

W-20” D-18” H-14”

Our gliders and rockers are universally 
comfortable due to our ergonomic design.  Enjoy 
the timeless soothing rhythm these chairs bring 

to escape the motion of everyday life
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Tables
The beauty of Tru180° 

tables starts with 
functional design.  Our 
table tops are easy to 
clean, stain resistant 
and reinforced to add 
durability for years to 
come.  The table bases 

are super sturdy and will 
keep your table grounded.

32” Round Table
TR0032-D Dining Height

W-32” H-30”
TR0032-C Counter Height

W-32” H-36”
TR0032-B Bar Height

W-32” H-42”
Available in 36”

48” Round Table
TR0048-D Dining Height

W-48” H-30”
TR0048-C Counter Height

W-48” H-36”
TR0048-B Bar Height

W-48” H-42”

32” Square Table
TSQ032-C Counter Height

W-32” D-32” H-36”
TSQ032-B Bar Height

W-32” D-32” H-42”

40” Square Pedestal Table
TSQ040-D Dining Height

W-40” D-40” H-30”
TSQ040-C Counter Height

W-40” D-40” H-36”
TSQ040-B Bar Height

W-40” D-40” H-42”

44” Square Table
TSQB44-D Dining Height

W-44” D-44” H-30”
TSQB44-C Counter Height

W-44” D-44” H-36”
TSQB44-B Bar Height

W-44” D-44” H-42
Available without border

42”X60” Table
T04260-D Dining Height

D-42” W-60” H-30”
T04260-C Counter Height

D-42” W-60” H-36”
T04260-B Bar Height

D-42” W-60” H-42”
Available without border

Refer to page 8 for color customization 



Table Heights
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Lanai Table
TL2260-C Counter Height

D-22” W-60” H-36”
TL2260-B Bar Height

D-22” W-60” H-42”

36”X72” Table
T03672-D Dining Height

D-36”  W-72” H-30”
T03672-C Counter Height

D-36” W-72” H-36”
T03672-B Bar Height

D-36” W-72” H-42”
Available with border

42”X72” Table
T04272-D Dining Height

D-42” W-72” H-30”
T04272-C Counter Height

D-42” W-72” H-36”
T04272-B Bar Height

D-42” W-72” H-42”
Available with border

36”X60” Table
T03660-D Dining Height

D-36” W-60” H-30”
T03660-C Counter Height

D-36” W-60” H-36”
T03660-B Bar Height

D-36” W-60” H-42”
Available with border



Patio Chair with Swivel 
CPSW02-D 19

Table 
Seating

Customize your 
outdoor dining 

arrangement with 
mixed or matched 

seating to best 
accommodate your 

crew. 

A Seat At The Table
Tru180° chairs are designed with comfort and function in mind. Pair them 

with one of our tables or add them to an existing bar or table set. Either 
way, you and your guests will enjoy “a seat at the table”

Patio Chair
CPA001-D Dining Height 

W-28” D-27” H-39” SH-18”

Patio Chair
CPA001-C Counter Height

W-28” D-32” H-45” SH-24”
CPA001-B Bar Height

W-28” D-32” H-51” SH-30”

Patio Chair with Swivel
CPSW02-D Dining Height

W-28” D-27” H-39” SH-18” 

Patio Chair with Swivel
CPSW02-C Counter Height
W-28” D-23” H-45” SH-24”

CPSW02-B Bar Height
W-28” D-23” H-50” SH-30”

Side Chair
CS0001-D Dining Height

W-19” D-19” H-38” SH-18”

Side Chair
CS0001-C Counter Height
W-19” D-23” H-44” SH-24”

CS0001-B Bar Height
W-19” D-23” H-50” SH-30”

Refer to page 8 for color customization 



Patio Chair with Swivel 
CPSW02-D 20

Side Chair with Arms
CSA001-D Dining Height
W-25” D-19” H-38” SH-18”
CSA001-C Counter Height
W-25” D-23” H-44” SH-24”

CSA001-B Bar Height
W-25” D-23” H-50” SH-30”

Country Side Chair
CSC001-D Dining Height 

W-19” D-19” H-38” SH-18”
CSC001-C Counter Height

W-19” D-23” H-44” SH-24”
CSC001-B Bar Height

W-19” D-23” H-50” SH-30”
Also available in 16” wide

6’ Straight Bench
BEN006-D Dining Height

W-72” D-15” H-18” 
BEN006-C Counter Height

W-72” D-15” H-24”
Also available in 8’

4’ Straight Bench
BEN004-D Dining Height

W-48” D-15” H-18”
BEN004-C - Counter Height

W-48” D-15” H-24” 
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Stools 
We suggest you pair 
Tru180° stools with 
our Lanai table for a 
comfortable place to 

enjoy a casual meal with 
family and friends. 

Lanai Stool
SL0001-C Counter Height

W-16” D-16” H-24”
SL0001-B Bar Height
W-16” D-16” H-30”

Saddle Stool
SS0001-C Counter Height

W-19” D-19” H-24” SH-24”
SS0001-B Bar Height

W-19” D-19” H-30” SH-30”

Swivel Saddle Stool
SSSW01-C Counter Height
W-25” D-23” H-44” SH-24”

SSSW01-B Bar Height
W-25” D-23” H-50” SH-30”

Saddle Stool with Back
SS0002-C Counter Height

W-19” D-22” H-35” SH-24”
SS0002-B Bar Height

W-19” D-22” H-41” SH-30”

Swivel Saddle Stool with Back
SSSW03-C Counter Height
W-25” D-23” H-44” SH-24”

SSSW03-B Bar Height
W-25” D-23” H-50” SH-30”

Refer to page 8 for color customization 



Octagon Picnic Table 
TPIC008

W-86” D-86” H-30”
If premium color is used, the benches will be 

the same as base color.
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Picnic Tables 
and Garden 

Benches
These tables embody 
a modern twist on the 
classic picnic table. 

Tru180° picnic tables 
are elegantly crafted for 
casual dining, but not so 
casual in appearance or 

function. 

6’ Picnic Table
TPIC006

W-72” D-58” H-30”

4’ Garden Bench
BG0004 

W-51” D-27” H-36” SH-17.5”

5’ Garden Bench
BG0005

W-63” D-27” H-36” SH-17.5”

Lanai Stool
SL0001-C Counter Height

W-16” D-16” H-24”
SL0001-B Bar Height
W-16” D-16” H-30”



* Includes glass gems, wind guard and electronic ignition23

Fire Tables 
and Fire 

Bowls
There’s something 

magic about the warm 
glow of a fire when 
shared with family 

and friends. Tru180° 
Fire Tables are a great 
addition to your patio 
or deck.  They can be 
fueled with a 20lb LP 
tank or plumbed into a 

natural gas line.

Fire Bowl 
FB0001

W-29” H-23” 
WT 55lbs.

Counter Height Fire Table*
TF4272-C

D-42” W-72” H-36”

Square Fire Table*
TFSQ44

W-44” D-44” H-27”

Round Fire Table*
TFR042

42” Round H-27”

Refer to page 8 for color customization 
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End Tables
Don’t forget the ever-
important end table to 
go between your glider 
set, Adirondacks and 

chaise lounges.

Chaise Lounge with Arms
CHL001

W-26” D-84” SH-13”

Chaise Lounge without Arms
CHL002

W-22” D-84” SH-13”

End Table with Cupholders
TEC002

W-16” D-18.5” H-21”

Classic End Table 
TEC001

W-15.25” D-23” H-21”

Chaise 
Lounges

Relax in comfort with 
one of our chaise lounges.  
One has a slight curve to 
it making it comfortable 
to spend the day in.  Our 

Straight Chaise lays flat for 
those more interested in 

soaking up the sun.  
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Sink into comfort with 
our cushioned chairs. 

Our deep seat line 
provides the durability 
and function of HDPE 

(Poly) paired with 
the sophistication of 

indoor styling. 

Enhance your entertainment space with our deep seat line of furniture. These pieces are ideal for 
dressing up a three season porch or any space you want to embrace a luxurious feel.

Deep Seat Loveseat 
DPSL01

W-54” D-37” H-36”

Deep Seat Coffee Table
DPSCT1

W-25” D-49” H-19” 

Deep Seat Chair 
DPSC01

W-30” D-37” H-36” 

Deep Seat Ottoman
DPS0T1

W-28” D-30” H-13” 

Deep Seat End Table
DPSET1

W-19” D-19” H-24” 

Deep Seat Sofa
DPSS01

W-80” D-37” H-36”

Deep Seat Swivel Chair
DPSC02

W-30” D-37” H-36” 

Refer to page 8 for color customization 

Deep Seat 
Collection
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Zippered Covering
High quality zippers are made to last outdoors. 

Also, the full length zipper makes for easy 
removal when cleaning cushions.

Cushion Features & Options 
Poly-Fiber Foam Core

The plush cushions are made of poly fiber 
foam which is made to breath while providing 

comfort and structure to the cushion. 

Easy to Clean: 
Much like our furniture, our cushions are low-
maintenance and can be cleaned with a mild 
detergent and warm water to treat most stains 

and spills. 

Steadfast Color: 
Made with 100% solution dyed acrylic fiber, 
our fade-resistant colors will bring a pop of 

color to any outdoor space. 

Deep Seat Cushion Set
DPSC01

Seat: W-24” D-25”
Back: W-24” H-20”

Deep Seat Ottoman Cushion 
DPSC02

W-24” D-25”
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If motion is tranquility, you will LOVE your 
Tru180° Swing!

Tete-A-Tetes
Indulge in easy 
conversation or 

comfortable silence 
when you sit close with 
someone in a tete-a-tete 

set. 

4’ Swing and 6’ Chain
SW0004

W-53” D-33” 

5’ Swing with Console and 6’ Chain
SW0005

W-65” D-33” 

Tete-a-Tete
TAT001-D Dining Height
W-69” D-36” H-39” SH-18”
TATO01-C Counter Height

W-69” D-36” H-45” SH-24”
TAT001-B Bar Height

W-69” D-36” H-51” SH-30”

Oversized Tete-a-Tete
TATO02-C Counter Height
W-73” D-37” H-49” SH-24”

TATO02-B Bar Height
W-73” D-39” H-55” SH-30” 

Refer to page 8 for color customization 

Swings
The 4’ swing is perfect for 

two. The 5’ swing with 
console keeps drinks close 
at hand or flip the console 

up to allow more room 
for snuggling with loved 

ones! 
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These fun items 
help round-out your 
outdoor experience 

and compliment your 
Tru180° furniture. 

Popular Color 
Combinations 

Cribbage Board
GCRB01

W-18” D-5.5”

Table Top Tower Game
GTT001

W-5.5” D-5.5” H-13.5”

Cup Holder
ACH001

Connect Four
GC4001

Not available in premium colors 

Planter Box 12”x32”
PB1232

W-32” D-12” H-10”

Planter Box 12”x16”
PB1216

W-16” D-12” H-10” 

Accessories
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Palm Trees
Transform your outdoor 
living space to an oasis 
with these life size palm 

trees.  They are hand-
crafted in the mid-west 

using rust resistant 
metal and are absolutely 

meant to be outdoors 
in any climate.  Each 
tree is signed, dated 
and numbered by the 

craftsmen so you know 
each tree is different from 

the next.

Each palm tree is made with high quality galvanized sheet metal 
“bark”cut with precision and wrapped around a steel frame for 

long lasting durability and beauty. The coconut lights are made of 
molded resin and come standard with each palm tree.
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3 sizes available!!

Bring the warmth of the tropics 
to any setting, indoors or out! The 
unpainted trunks and fronds of our 
palms come with a natural patina 
that improves with age.  No need 
to worry about the elements with 

these works of art!

For a more dramatic effect, cluster multiple palms together or 
use a single palm to make a statement. You will be amazed at 

the transformation these palms bring to any setting.

3’ Palm
PALM03
H- 3’ 9”

5’ Palm
PALM05
H- 7’ 2”

6’ Palm
PALM06
H- 9’ 5”

Our 5’ and 6’ palm trees 
come with a cement 
“planter” for easy 

placement.  They can 
also be mounted directly 
to a cement slab or other 

suitable surface.



Tru180° Apple Valley, MN info@tru180.net  www.tru180.net

Fine Furnishings For Outdoor Living

Find us on Facebook and 
use the hashtag #tru180 on 
Instagram to showcase your 

Tru180° products and be 
seen on our website! 


